
Chapter 3

So we know what can happen if your 

advice is followed. Let's now figure out 

WHY it's important to pay attention to 

your story.  

Points to include:

What was your life (or the industry) 
like before you made changes?

    what 2-3 ways did life need 
improving?

what can happen if people don't 
follow your advice?

Under each point, share relevant 
parts of your journey.
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In this chapter, you're going to remind your 
reader what life was like to get you spurred 
into action. You want to be descriptive in this 
chapter (as in the last), touching upon sensory 
details, helping them see, hear, feel, (smell & 
taste if appropriate for your story) what you 
went through. For the first page, segue from 
the positive highlights in last chapter to the 
negative ones, the lowpoints, in this chapter.   

The seque can be completed in 100-250 words 
(about 2 minutes speaking). 

What was life like before you made 

changes?



In this part of the chapter, you will explore at 
least 3 negative points on your journey. (or 
three painpoints that needed addressing). For 
this page, you'll write one of the first ways. 
Don't share your most important one. You 
save your strongest points for last because 
that's what's most memorable and most 
persuasive. Support this point with relevant 
parts of your journey or research. Remember 
to show, not tell.  

This answer can be completed in 500-750 
words (about 4-6 minutes speaking).  

What's one way life needed 

improvement? 



In this part of the chapter, you will explore at 
least 3 negative points on your journey. (or 
three painpoints that needed addressing). For 
this page, you'll write another point on your 
journey. Don't share your most important one. 
You save your strongest points for last 
because that's what's most memorable and 
most persuasive. Support this point with 
relevant parts of your journey or research. 
Remember to show, not tell.  

This answer can be completed in 500-750 
words (about 4-6 minutes speaking).  

What's another way life needed 

improvement?



In this part of the chapter, you will explore at 
least 3 negative points on your journey. (or 
three painpoints that needed addressing). For 
this page, you'll write another point on your 
journey. Share your most important one 
because that's what's most memorable and 
most persuasive. Support this point with 
relevant parts of your journey or research. 
Remember to show, not tell.  

This answer can be completed in 500-750 
words (about 4-6 minutes speaking).  

What's another way life needed 

improvement?

*if you have additional negative points to add, feel 
free to add another segment but keep the strongest 

point for last.



Be very descriptive as you remind people 
where they will stay if they don't follow your 
advice. You can sum up with the points you 
touched upon throughout this chapter. 
Impress upon them once again that there is 
nothing to be gained while staying stuck 
where they don't want to be, that they'll just 
continue getting more of the same. 

This answer can be completed in 250-500 
words (about 2-4 minutes speaking).  

What can happen if people don't 

follow your advice?



You've finished 
Chapter 3! What, 
what! 

You did it!


